make the switch
premium switches and sockets
The whole solution for your home

Specifically designed to inspire confidence, the modern design combines stylish aesthetics and quality without compromising on functionality, reliability or safety. Hager’s switches and sockets are not just good to look at; they protect as well.

All of the hallmark features run consistently throughout the 3 design ranges; silhouette, visage and premiere, providing a complete range of wiring solutions to meet the demand of any application your home may need.

Real Stainless Steel or Aluminium covers for silhouette and visage, and real slate surrounds for premiere, plus the recently added electronic push button switches and dimmers with programmable LEDs. All this comes together to provide a full range of options and a full package of solutions for your home.
ALL THIS AND MORE
Explore our full range of switches, sockets, real material covers and surrounds, weatherproof products, mechanisms, specialty modules, and accessories on our website at www.hagerelectro.com.au/wiringaccessories

TV & DATA SOLUTIONS
Whether your connecting a smart TV, home theatre, sound system, internet or other entertainment devices, our plate ranges accommodate for different connection mixes in the same plate.

DE-CLUTTER YOUR ZONE
In areas (such as near a TV) where there may be more than one type of powerpoint in close proximity, it makes sense to group your outlets in one plate, saying goodbye to bulky power packs and extensions.
YOU'RE IN CHARGE
Make the most out of your kitchen bench with a USB port in your double powerpoint to charge your smart phone or tablet.

FOR THOSE TIGHT SPOTS
Single powerpoints are available for those appliances that need direct power to run such as a microwave, dishwasher or fridge.

IDENTIFICATION SWITCHES
Never switch off your appliances by accident again! Hager’s switches can easily be printed with logos for appliances such as rangehoods and fridges.

DIMMER SWITCHES
Save money and create soft ambience with a light dimmer. Choose from a rotary style dimmer or an electronic push button dimmer.

A QUALITY FINISH
Enjoy the clean, sleek lines of glass, the texture of real slate, an ultra-stylish metallic look or a high-gloss finish on your light switches to complement the tones in your rooms.

POWER FOR THE OUTDOORS
Hager’s range of weatherproof switches and power outlets are designed for outdoor applications and engineered to withstand the tough environmental conditions that Australian weather can demand.
ALL THIS AND MORE
Explore our full range of switches, sockets, real material covers and surrounds, weatherproof products, mechanisms, specialty modules, and accessories on our website at www.hagerelectro.com.au/wiringaccessories

TV & DATA SOLUTIONS
Whether your connecting a smart TV, home theatre, sound system, internet or other entertainment devices, our plate ranges accommodate for different connection mixes in the same plate.

DE-CLUTTER YOUR ZONE
In areas (such as near a TV) where there may be more than one type of powerpoint in close proximity, it makes sense to group your outlets in one plate, saying goodbye to bulky power packs and extensions.
Touching and inspiring

In its early days electricity was primarily associated with danger. Since then, it has developed into a good companion that conducts us through life at every level and Hager has made a decisive contribution to this transition. Using innovative technology and clear-cut design, the company has given energy a ‘face’ – one which is pleasant to look at and easy to understand – distinctive on the one hand, multifaceted on the other.

Hager design not only embodies the functionality of our products but also our company’s character while taking into account that external attributes are ever more important. Today, people increasingly engage with their household technical systems, giving us good reason to reciprocate and touch you with our technology – aesthetically, haptically and emotionally.

“Everything you see and touch highlights the notion of ease and quality.”
Daniel Hager
Make the switch to an Australian International Design
Thanks to international designer Erwin Van Handenhoven, your home can be a showpiece of Australian International Design. Hager’s switches and sockets range have changed the face of home decor and wiring accessory design forever. Now when you change your decor, you can change your switch covers, without changing the technology behind it. Brilliant.

Category Winner
Launched in Australia during the latter part of 2005, Hager’s premiere range was announced as a category winner at the 2006 Australian Design Awards.

Design Mark
In 2008, Hager’s visage range was awarded an Australian International Design Mark in the prestigious competition changing the face of wiring accessory design.

Good Design Award
Then in 2016, Hager’s silhouette range was awarded the Good Design Award. Boasting a clean, modern design and at only 4mm off the wall, the silhouette range has been designed with distinctive elegance in mind.

The face behind the design
Hager’s product design unmistakably bears the hallmarks of Erwin Van Handenhoven who has been Hager Group’s Design Director since July 2013. The prolific cooperation between the renowned industry designer and Hager started in 2000. Besides the actual product design, part of Erwin’s mission is shaping the future and in doing so, decisively and influentially advancing the evolution of the electro-technical industry. This has led to numerous product highlights that live up to tomorrow’s design requirements in a very characteristic way.

Have fun making some new discoveries!
So fine,
so stunning
“Just a silhouette”
The silhouette range follows the new Hager design philosophy – our design intention is to create meaningful, simple but elegant forms based on the serene balance of proportions and a reduction to the object essentials (no overdesign), giving the product the right tone of voice in order to fit within its environment.
The silhouette range follows the new Hager design philosophy – our design intention is to create meaningful, simple but elegant forms based on the serene balance of proportions and a reduction to the object essentials (no overdesign), giving the product the right tone of voice in order to fit within it’s environment.
So thin, so fine silhouette
Clean lines modern styling
“Create truly off the wall combinations”
Trends change, colours change, even your own personal tastes change. Now you can move with the times without ever needing to physically move. Even right down at wall-switch level, you can give your home a complete makeover. Meaning ‘face’ in French, VISAGE lives up to its name by allowing you to effortlessly clip on faceplates and colours to suit.
White with White and Aluminium cover
Black with Black and Aluminium cover
Charcoal Grey with Charcoal Grey and Stainless Steel cover
Titanium Grey with Titanium Grey and Mint Glaze cover
Trends change, colours change, even your own personal tastes change. Now you can move with the times without ever needing to physically move. Even right down at wall-switch level, you can give your home a complete makeover. Meaning ‘face’ in French, VISAGE lives up to its name by allowing you to effortlessly clip on faceplates and colours to suit.
visage
Changing the face of design

Colours

- **White**
- **Black**
- **Charcoal Grey**
- **Titanium Grey**

Aluminium decorative covers

- **White and Aluminium**
- **Black and Aluminium**
- **Charcoal Grey and Aluminium**
- **Titanium Grey and Aluminium**

Stainless steel decorative covers

- **White and Stainless Steel**
- **Black and Stainless Steel**
- **Charcoal Grey and Stainless Steel**

Mint glaze decorative covers

- **White and Mint Glaze**
- **Titanium Grey and Mint Glaze**
Modern day classic

“Natural feel and curves combine effortlessly”
Quietly boasting functionality and a beautifully understated form, you’ll fall in love with today’s take on yesteryear. With its symmetrical feel and circular switches, PREMIERE has been made to measure – with different coloured surrounds which simply clip on to create your palette of choice. The natural feel and curves combine effortlessly with a modern set of colours for clean lines and lasting elegance.

- White with Arctic Ice surround
- Black with Midnight surround
- Charcoal Grey with real Slate surround
- Titanium Grey with Nimbus surround
White with Arctic Ice surround
Black with Midnight surround
Charcoal Grey with real Slate surround
Titanium Grey with Nimbus surround

White with Arctic Ice surround
Black with Midnight surround

Titanium Grey with Nimbus surround
Charcoal Grey with real Slate surround
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premiere

Quietly boasting functionality and a beautifully understated form, you’ll fall in love with today’s take on yesteryear. With its symmetrical feel and circular switches, PREMIERE has been made to measure – with different coloured surrounds which simply clip on to create your palette of choice. The natural feel and curves combine effortlessly with a modern set of colours for clean lines and lasting elegance.

White  Black  Charcoal Grey  Titanium Grey
premiere
Surround your home in style

Colours
- White
- Black
- Charcoal Grey
- Titanium Grey

Tempered glass surrounds
- Arctic Ice
- Anthracite Coal
- Mountain Mist
- Slate

Real slate surround

Polycarbonate - glass effect surrounds
- Frost
- Midnight
- Wild Mushroom
- Nimbus
- Aquamarine

Polycarbonate surround
- White
Complete simplicity

“With just the touch of a button”
Electronic switches & dimmers

Offering a third dimension to aesthetics and functionality, the flush push button electronic switches & dimmers give all our switch ranges an impressive new look and feel that will enhance and complement any room in your home. Alongside this, the new electronic range has the option of changing the colour of the LED outlook colour to either blue or orange at the touch of a button.

Silhouette

Visage

Premiere
Smart home made easy

“Control at your fingertips”
Home automation can enhance everyday living and bring a new dimension to your lifestyle. Whether you want to create lighting atmospheres, monitor your home remotely, check your energy usage or simply turn off all your lights at the push of a single button. With our automation systems, almost anything is possible.
Making it really easy to create an intelligent home

Dimming control for setting the mood
You can program lighting scenarios to suit your desire, allowing you to create the atmosphere you are looking for quickly and easily.

Intelligent control centre
Design, operation and functionality at the peak of perfection. Hager makes smart home solutions an affordable option for anyone, with technology that is making inroads into average homes. You are sure to love the new level of convenience it provides.
Simple functionality
The system makes operating roller shutters and blinds convenient and so easy, even a child could do it. The option to shade or darken a space at the touch of a button creates a more comfortable surrounding for you.

Reassuring security solution
The option to switch everything off saves you looking back over your shoulder after leaving the house. The simple control concept creates an intelligent home - even when you are outside of it.